Maintaining a resilient,
sustainable future
A review of 2020

2020 was an unprecedented year of ‘once in a century’ events. More than any other
time in Atelier Ten’s history, the past year has demonstrated the importance of resilience,
flexibility and innovation as we made the transition from the office into the home.
This edition of the annual Sustainability Report documents the changes our office made
in response, all while maintaining our ethos of commitment to a sustainable future.
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Physically present
Although we spent majority of 2020 at home, we still had opportunities to
review the resource uses within our office and our homes.

Resources
Our London office sits within the
Perseverance Works complex of buildings;
a group of companies and residents with
over 600 people living and working on site.
As part of PW’s waste, all our waste is presorted and collected to ensure zero waste
to landfill.
Waste and recycling
This year we refreshed our internal waste
sorting signs to ensure clarity in pre-sorting
our waste within the office.
•
•
•
•

Mixed recycling
Organic/food waste
Electronic and electrical waste
Non-recyclable waste

PW works with Paper Round, one of
London’s leading recycling and waste
management businesses to ensure none of
our waste goes to landfill.
Organic waste is taken to Biogen where
it is put through an anaerobic digestion
process and converted into biogas
and liquid fertiliser, in turn this is used
to produce renewable electricity and
agriculture. As one of the most hazardous
pollutants to the environment due to the
mixture of materials and chemicals used
in production, electronic and electrical
waste is either refurbished or broken down
into individual components for industrial
recycling.
Lastly, non-recyclable waste is taken to an
energy from waste plant where it is used to
generate electricity.

Physically present
Furthermore, we’ve switched most
of our internal communications and
announcements to paperless delivery.
With the average office worker in the UK
using up to 45 sheets of paper a day, this
represents a significant reduction in paper
waste generation.

Carbon emissions
We have reduced our air travel by over 95%

From
233,400km...

Water
Early in 2020, we confirmed that water
from the taps of our office, Perseverance
Works, is comparable to bottled water
from reputable brands. An independent
accredited drinking water laboratory in
Bristol, Wessex Water, analysed the water
hardness, microbiological, chemical and
metallic quality of the water from our taps.
With the help of Dr Gillian Clayton and
Professor Darren Reynolds, we discovered
that our tap water quality is
comparable to retail
bottled water brands
such as Evian and
Smartwater.
With the average
London adult
purchasing more
than 3 plastic
water bottles a
week, negating
the need for
single-use
plastic bottles
on our London
premises has
had a significant
impact on our
waste pollution
impact.

...to
11,200km!
Our London office engages with CLEAR to
offset our unavoidable carbon emissions.
Our financial contributions go only to
Certified Carbon Reduction projects.

Emissions

We have officially offset 209.02
tonnes of CO2 equivalent, against
emissions covering energy use
(offices, emails), business flights,
land travel and commuting.
The biggest factor that we
considered was our use of emails,
having increased given the
shift to remote and digital
communication both within
our office and externally.

209.02 tonnes CO2

In fact, following the
results of this research,
recycling in PW
improved by 7%.

equivalent offset with CLEAR

In 2020, some of the
projects we invested in via
CLEAR include:
India
Rice Husk Cogeneration
Clean Energy Project

Offsets

Chile Run of River small
Hydroelectric plant
Ecuador Bagasse
Cogeneration Project

Physically present
Face the sun

We celebrated Building Energy
Exchange’s DaylightHour
campaign from home across
our international offices. From
Australia to Singapore, San
Francisco to Glasgow, our
teams sent in images of their
office set-ups without electric
light, highlighting awareness
for energy reduction.
After all, what bulb is brighter
than the sun?
Reducing energy when
working from home
• Maximising natural
ventilation (even working
outdoors!)
• Using smaller, energy
efficient LED task lights
if additional lighting is
necessary
• Turn off stand-by
appliances

New office in New York
Our team in New York bid a fond farewell
to our first (and only!) New York office.
Having occupied 45 East 20th St for
nearly 20 years, we are excited for the next
development of our east coast adventure!
Featuring contemporary circadian lighting
technology, updated indoor air purification
systems and custom acoustic treatments,
our new space is designed by our team
and is a physical representation of our
commitment to sustainability and wellness.
The office has healthy materials and will be
WELL and LEED certified.

Virtual engagement
Applications, collaborations, programmes and video calls… how has
Atelier Ten navigated the flood of digital tools for the most efficient
solutions to working and living in our current normal?

Remaining connected
With office attendance minimised
through 2020, a majority of our
interactions and work moved into
A10
the digital sphere.We’ve worked
hard to reduce the energy impact of
remote desking whenever possible;
our environmental
61,614 team in London
wrote a custom script that
enables our office computers
to automatically switch on
Total calls
and off, reducing the energy
impact of standby devices.

26,241

Audio time

4,040,529
minutes

Video time
3,540,261
minutes

Screenshare time

A10 1,630,764
minutes

Our company Zoom account
logged over 6,300 unique
participants with over 51,000 minutes of call time. The decrease of
in person meetings with external collaborators represent a significant
Total meetings
reduction in the inevitable carbon emissions of travel and occupying
meeting space, etc., especially for our international collaborators.

1,460,235

Total chat
messages

Even as we approach the end of the global shutdown, we hope that
the improvement and normalisation of digital tools will mean that some
of these international collaborations remain thriving online, allowing us to
keep our travel emissions low for the foreseeable future!

Virtual engagement
Mental health and wellness

With yoga and Book Club moved to virtual
platforms and the introduction of desk
yoga sessions, the health and wellness
of our employees remains a priority, even
if it’s taken a different form. We’ve found
new ways of socialising online. From the
traditional to the high tech, we’ve played with
a variety of digital tools to remain engaged.
Online yoga
In addition to 3
weekly sessions set
at different times
of the day, Kate
Carpenter and
James Lacy-Smith
also introduced a
weekly desk yoga
session. Designed
to be accessible
for everyone, the desk
yoga sessions offer a short
physical and mental respite from staying
seated all day. By moving the sessions
online we were able to extend their reach,
with colleagues from Manchester, Scotland
and San Francisco coming along.
Our yogis also raised £1,250 for charity
which was matched by Atelier Ten.
Book Club
We fit in 5 virtual sessions this year, up
from 3 in 2019. Our recommendations for
2020 comprised:
•
•
•
•
•

The Last Thing He Wanted
Children of Time
Such a Fun Age
Where the Crawdads Sing
Love in Colour

Virtual socialisation
We revisited our London office via
High Fidelity, a web-browser based VR
application. Even if the 2-dimensional
drawing doesn’t quite reflect our space
(although we’d love a swimming pool!),
it offered an alternative socialization
experience for our existing staff members
while serving as an introduction to the office
for our new starters who have yet to visit the
office in-person.

Pathfinder 2.0
Pathfinder is a climate impact assessment
application for landscape architects and
designers. First developed in 2019 by CMG
Landscape Architecture with contributions
by our team members Prateek Jain and
Kristen DiStefano, the Pathfinder tool has
launched new updates and received the
2020 American Society of Landscape
Architecture Honor Award in Research.
The 2.0 update brings the following
new features:
•
•
•
•

Ability to compare design alternatives
Understand site impacts
Analyse existing conditions
Better data

Read more here

Re-evaluating our world
The changes brought in 2020 have not stopped our staff members from
continuing to hold discussions and contributions with key contributors to
sustainability and building design today. Whether in magazines, podcasts
or virtual conferences, the conversation never stops.

Turning old into new,
improved and decarbonized
In a world of continuous demolition and
redevelopment, it’s easy to get lost in
the spectacle of the new and futuristic.
However, it’s important to remember - and
preserve - the constructions that have
shaped our cultural fabric for decades.
With existing buildings accounting for
approximately 40% of total greenhouse
gas emissions, we need to look at how we
balance improving energy efficiency with
preserving our existing urban legacy.

Change through policy:
California
Atelier Ten’s Claire Maxfield and Amy
Leedham published a paper on how
the state of California is successfully
reducing GHG emissions in construction
and building developments through
key legislation and regulations. They
discuss the example that California can
represent for additional possibilities in
other states and even within federal
policies. As designers and consultants,
we encourage architects to research
and challenge their ability to further
advance the uptake of all electric, zero
net energy architecture.
Access the paper here

Associate Director Larry Jones shares his
ideas on improving existing developments
to ensure the longevity of our existing
communities while still maintaining carbon
and energy sustainability in
the forefront.
Our full report is
available here

Re-evaluating our world
Decarbonising buildings

Kate Nason, environmental designer in
our Melbourne team, writes on the role
of architects, designers and regional
leadership in sustaining high performing,
low carbon developments across the globe

Research on low-carbon and zero-emission building design
across North America and Europe, published prior to both
the devastating bushfires (in Australia) and the pandemic,
reinforce the urgency for us to deliver resilient, low carbon
buildings.
This year has shown us how enormously capable we are at
adapting to previously unimaginable change in a manner
of weeks. This is presenting us with an opportunity to
recalibrate, and fundamentally, rethink our approach to
the built environment. Shifting our focus from why to how
is more critical than ever.

Read the full article in the Climate Issue
of Architects Victoria (Australian Institute
of Architects) here

Covid-19 Response
As building services engineers, we’ve witnessed first-hand how our services
can, and have, affected our ability to protect ourselves from Covid-19 and
future events. Drawing from the technical expertise of our engineers and
designers we’ve worked with clients and collaborators to come up with
ways to shield our indoor environments.

Industry sub-group
In July, Scotland Director Bill Ritchie
represented Atelier Ten in a consultant
sub-group providing advice for the
Construction Industry Coronavirus
Forum (CICV Forum). Within Scotland, we
joined more than 40 other organisations
from across Scotland working together
to overcome the crisis faced by the
construction industry.
Through collective action, we worked with
our industry counterparts to push for
positive action and providing feedback
important sector issues including
commercial, employment, future planning,
skills and health and safety for the
Scottish government to act upon.

Thermal comfort for
outdoor classrooms
As communities around the world are
re-opening and re-adjusting following
an extended period of shutdowns and
business closures, we must seek to
balance social distancing protocols
and restarting key community services.
Within governments, institutions and
business there are suggestions to
bringing services outdoors, solving
issues with ventilation and transmission
associated with mechanically ventilated
indoor environments. A key concern with
this approach is the thermal comfort
of outdoor spaces, given reliance on
uncontrollable and changing weather
conditions. Classrooms especially expect
a more narrowly defined thermal comfort
range as occupants generally remain
seated, performing specific tasks both
individually and together.
Anish Tilak, a Senior Environmental
Designer, has developed a thermal
comfort study focusing on the use
case of an outdoor classroom for
the 2020 Fall Semester, offering
recommendations for time of use and
the effectiveness of shading in 6 sample
climate zones distributed through
California and New York City.
Read our full report on our website

Covid-19 Response
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Office of the future

The office of the future will need
to offer a desirable destination
that can compete with the convenience of working
from home, while maintaining high air quality and
reinforcing spaces for future possibilities.
1 Natural ventilation potential
maximisation through spatial design
incorporating high exposed
thermal mass for night
1
flushing 		
2 Mechanical
ventilation
potential
maximisation

7

8

with
oversized
4
AHU
fans for
6
increased
ventilation 3 Low
level ventilation or
displacement ventilation
and high ceilings to allow
stratification 4 Outdoor
spaces increase access
to outdoors and create
comfortable conditions for
working/meeting outdoors over longer
periods 5 One-way circulation with
multiple entrance and exit points
6 Vertical circulation incorporates
resilient lifts and prominent feature
stairs to enable flexibility and effective
circulation 7 Flexible office spaces
enable easy conversion from open
offices to cubicles and office density
accordingly 8 Plug-in solutions (i.e.
in-room UV, HEPA filters in AHUs,
sufficient coil-capacity to bypass
heat recovery) allow for quick adaptation of spaces
to suit constantly changing situations

3
6

6

5

Covid-19 Response
Crises in waves

Even as our world recovers from the
aftereffects of Covid-19 and the ensuing
worldwide slow-down, we must maintain
the peripheral of climate change in our
post-recovery vision. Covid-19 and climate
change are related crises, and some of the
lessons learnt from the pandemic may help
change our perspective on future crises
while reinforcing the very real, very sudden,
disruption that climate change can present
to our everyday lives.

A particular challenge is the consideration
that some actions taken as Covid-19
responses can help mitigate climate
change, while others can accelerate it.
As sustainability consultants, we stay
prioritising low-carbon design foremost even
as we account for mitigating Covid-19 –and
future illness--measures.

Maximise natural
ventilation and free cooling

Likely penalty in energy use

Disable demand-controlled
ventilation
AHU and HVAC

Lifts

Ventilation

Adopt flushing period
before and after
occupation
Occupancy monitoring and
social distancing
Touch free devices

Smart technologies

Likely benefit against Covid-19 transmission

Reduce lift occupancy
Avoid recirculation and
maximise fresh air
Efficient thermal wheels

Open questions
• How will the demand for different
building typologies change?
• Has long-term planning changed
in importance?
• Will the need for office building
resiliency change if we can quickly
shift to remote working?
• What are the potential implications
of remote working becoming the
new normal?

• Does the increased reliance on virtual
connectivity need more data centres?
• Can we afford a slower pace of life?
• Will office flexibility become a design key?
• Will transportation and people flow
change architecture?

Conscious effort

JANUARY

residential buildings in
England and Wales are
accessed in the future and
have a lasting impact on
the UK’s ability to reach net
zero carbon. As industry
partners, Atelier Ten works
closely with these standards
and we believe that regional
leadership in addressing
energy performance and
future developments need
to go further and faster than
they currently do in order to
meet the impending climate
emergency.

Part L
consultation

Early in 2020, Part
L of the Building
Regulations, which
covers energy
performance in
buildings in the UK,
came out for consultation.
We submitted a response
as a company, and
many of our employees
have already submitted
individual responses. We
believe that only if enough
of us speak up will we be
able to make our voice
heard and effect some
real, meaningful change.

The London Energy
Transformation Initiative
(LETI) and our industry built
a massive response, with
‘Designer, Engineer and
surveyor(s)’ comprising
~50% of the consultation
response. While further
updates to the Part L
Regulations have been
delayed, the overwhelming
industry response has led
to some positive outcomes,
with one of the more
controversial proposals to
remove the Fabric Energy
Efficiency Standard as a
performance metric for new
builds has been reversed.
Instead, the government
has chosen to implement
a revised package of
performance metrics that
prioritise building fabric

efficiency of new residential
developments, together
with a low carbon heating
system.

JUNE

Our commitments to a The changes to Part L
collectively better world have a material effect on
the framework which all
in 2020

Net Zero
Buildings
Commitment

We joined the Net
Zero Carbon Buildings
Commitment, hosted by
the World Green Building
Council, which aspires to
double the number of netzero carbon buildings across
the world by 2050.
As partners and advisors to
clients on the development
of zero carbon buildings and
landscapes, it only makes
sense for us to take the next

step in committing to zero
energy through the WGBC.
Read an interview with our
director, Paul Stoller, as he
explains why Atelier Ten has
chosen to take the pledge
alongside other industry
signatories

These signatories are
committed to taking
genuine action to
reduce emissions
from their portfolios.
Their leadership
exemplifies
market readiness
for transitioning
buildings to net-zero

publish more Environmental
Product Declarations
(EPDs) and allow for
greater transparency on the
environmental impacts of
their products.
The LECCLA legislation sets
a standard for concrete
procurement based on
climate impact for agencies
and departments of New
York State. Concrete
manufacturers within the
state are incentivised via a
tax credit to publish EPDs.
These allow for a pricing
mechanism that considers
global warming potential
(GWP) of concrete mixes
through performancebased targets.

OCTOBER

Cristina Gomboa,
WGBC executive

NY State Low
Embodied
Carbon
Concrete
Leadership Act

We formally joined
other AEC firms and
organisations in supporting
this bill as a signatory
to the memo of support,
circulated to legislators
in October. Through this
bill, we want to advocate
for low embodied carbon
concrete and encourage
our concrete suppliers to

We believe that this exciting
new legislation will have a
significant role in shifting the
NY market towards a lower
embodied carbon future.

NOVEMBER

Conscious effort

NABERS UK

With the launch of
NABERS UK with
BRE as the scheme
administrator, the
UK now has access
to a ground-breaking
new efficiency
rating scheme for
commercial office
developers and owners.
In the words of our
Associate, Volkan Doda:

NABERS UK will
provide a much
needed bridge
allowing clients,
tenants, designers
and contractors
to collaborate in
making buildings
that actually
perform, and in
doing so radically
reduce operational
energy and carbon
emissions.
Atelier Ten is committed
to one of the two
certification pathways
“Design for Performance
for new buildings and
refurbishments” as a
delivery partner.
Learn more about NABERS
UK here

Office news
Happy birthday!

It’s been 30 years since Atelier Ten was founded in London. From one small office, we are
now more than 300 employees, across 11 international offices. Having worked from the
smallest pavilions to the largest masterplans, we couldn’t have gotten this far without our
excellent partners and collaborators. Here’s to the next 30 years!

Click to watch
our anniversary
film celebrating
the journey!

A joint vision
We joined the Surbana Jurong Group,
a global consultancy in urban and
infrastructure development headquartered
in Singapore. As a result of this
collaboration, we look to deepen our
expertise and reinforcing our commitment to
championing sustainability and developing
climate change solutions.
Working with Surbana Jurong and other
members of the Group we can extend our
mission to the next 30 years to become a
global force for good in the drive towards
a more sustainable world. The synergies
and opportunities that joining this Group
presents for the team here at Atelier Ten,
and for our clients and collaborators,
are enormous.

We have joined the Surbana Jurong Group
as a distinct member company. The Group
is committed to preserving and enhancing
the attributes and culture that have made
Atelier Ten successful. We will retain our
people, our identity, and our values. Our
relationship with Surbana Jurong already
spans over a decade, with successful
collaborations including Jewel Changi
Airport, Mandai Zoo and Gardens by the
Bay East.

Office news

Letter from Scotland
At the time of writing the last sustainability
report in spring last year, I don’t think any of
us could predict that would still be living with
a pandemic that is still affecting us in so
many ways. It has been a challenging time
for all, yet our business has been remarkably
resilient in the face of many obstacles.
The pace of change of what is expected
from the built environment has certainly
not slowed during lockdown. A recent
survey in the US concluded that “Almost
40% of millennials are choosing a job
because of the company’s sustainability
policy.” This demand on landlords and
business owners is accelerating the
drive towards net zero carbon buildings
that promote health and well-being.
Such demand is driving greater use of
technology to enable higher levels of
flexible working. Our mission is to enable
high performing buildings that are vibrant
and excite – such space has never
been more in demand as the workplace
competes against home working. Peter
Kerr has been developing an integrated
approach to smart building design and we
have registered another first in Scotland –
177 Bothwell St will be the first to secure a
SmartScore accreditation.
As ever, we have been heavily engaged
with the industry shaping future legislation
and guidance. We are advising the Scottish
Government directly on their new Heat
Build Standard which is being introduced
to reduce reliance on fossil fuels. David
Cameron has done much research into
understanding the role of hydrogen and
biofuels and the speed at which they can
replace natural gas without leading to utility
price hikes and fuel poverty. Our work with
the British Council for Offices and REVO

(formerly the British Council of Shopping
Centres) in the UK also continues. I am
pleased to announce that we have engaged
with a programme of BCO zero carbon
webinars during the countdown to COP26
in Glasgow in November. Similarly we have
been engaged with REVO on an all electric
future and the trajectory for a zero carbon
future for the retail sector
We were excited to win many new
commissions through lockdown. In
Edinburgh, we were delighted to be
appointed on the new Dunard Centre, a
1700 seat concert hall on St Andrews
Square in Edinburgh. This sits adjacent to
the new Gleneagles Hotel which is due to
open in Autumn 2021. Other commissions
in the city include a number of high profile
speculative commercial developments and
major residential projects. In Glasgow, we
have been engaged in no fewer that four
major masterplans where we have honed low
carbon responses to the challenging Glasgow
City Council CDP 5 development policy.
We now look forward to a return to normality
and more time working and socialising with
our colleagues.
My kind regards,
Bill Ritchie, Director, Glasgow

